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Introduction
There is a plenty of room at the bottom stated by Richard Feynman. 

If we decrease the size of the device, we can incorporate different 
devices onto a single chip. Miniatured devices is a basic demand by 
the society for their comfort and ease of use. The miniaturization 
in all aspects is a growing requirement. Micro Electro Mechanical 
Systems (MEMS) is a technology, by which a complete system can be 
made, that works for a specific operation in micro size. Bio-MEMS 
the interdisciplinary nature of MEMS that mainly focuses on Bio 
species, their reacting compounds, and their detection. Already plenty 
of research has done in Bio-MEMS, brought out sensors as glucose 
sensors,1 PD detection,2 TB detection3 many more. MEMS technology 
has been applied to the drug delivery systems, because of its high 
application range. This technology termed as micro fluidics, that deals 
with fluid flow physics in micro level.

Conventional ways of drug delivery such as tablets, capsules and 
injections do not deliver the drug in an efficient way. There is no control 
over the drug delivery range. The subcutaneous injections pierce the 
skin and may cause damage to the nerves, tissues and arteries. It is 
estimated that 20% of world population is having trypanophobia (fear 
of injection).4 The tablets are manufactured with some ingredients to 
give colour, avoid friction and dissolve in stomach much easily, by 
these extra fittings there may be mall functioning of the drug. The drug 
that is delivered to the body will have maximum and minimum limits. 
The maximum limit above which the drug is toxic, the minimum limit 
below with no benefit of supplying the drug to body. MEMS based 
drug delivery systems mainly consisting of drug reservoir, micro-
pump, micro-valve, and micro needle.5 Drug reservoir for storage of 
drug, micro-pump is to collect the drug from reservoir and pump it out 
with a force that equal to enter the body and micro needle for piercing 
the skin and allowing the drug to enter the body with some flow 
rate. The heart of MEMS DDS is micro pump. Piezo electric micro 
pumps have gaining interest because of its numerous advantages 
like broad range of fluids can be pumped and can be fabricated with 
silicon micro-machining process. Magnetic DDS using magnetic field 
gradient proposed in,6 the fabrication of magnets is very much tough 
task in micro size. Electro kinetics localized effects which controls 
the release of drugs.7 Micro pump designed using SU-8 and PDMS 
membrane using nozzle type of structure has illustrated in.8 Heating of 
resistive material beneath the drug reservoir, which in turn produces 
bobbles to push the liquid in the reservoir out. The different types 

of designs and future of micro needles are given in.8 The innovative 
double moulding of the needle at the ends the holes are on either side.10

The designed micro pump is based on piezo electric actuation 
technique, the drug reservoir is designed with PDMS material beneath 
of this layer is a piezo electric layer (PZT-5A) and electrodes with 
aluminium are designed. The width is 500um, length is 1400um and 
the height is 300uum. Wall material is silicon dioxide. Inlet width 
(100um) is larger than outlet (50um), for increasing the flow rate 
(Figure 1). The simulations are carried out by FEM tool COMSOL 
Multiphysics. The inlet pressure is assumed to be as 0.1Pa and the 
output velocity is 0m/s. the wall is assumed to be with slip. When an 
input voltage applied the piezo-electric material changes its shape and 
exerts a pressure on the reservoir. By on and off of the input voltage 
we can get the pumping operation The obtained results are as shown 
Figure 2. The flow rate of 0.72m/s is obtained as the more red lines 
are at the outlet of the device, the flow rate very high at the outlet. The 
exerted by the pizo material is obtained as 326Pa as shown in Figure 
3. The vonmises stress experienced by the structure is 1.93*107N/
m2. The results clearly show that output velocity obtained is perfectly 
useful for the use in drug delivery.

Figure 1 Schematic Structure of the micro-pump.

In this paper the modelling and simulation of micro pump for micro 
drug delivery system is defined and simulated. Analysis of obtained 
results is presented. The results show that this device can perfectly fit 
for the micro-pumping in DDS. The growing demand of MEMS based 
drug delivery systems can be accompanied by this model. The future 
of this work is to vary the design for different materials to decrease the 
power consumption, fabrication cost and simplified design.
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Abstract

Transdermal drug delivery is having lot of attention in medical field. A gaining need 
of controlled drug delivery enabled MEMS drug delivery systems to penetrate this 
field. In this, paper we designed a micro-pump with piezo electric actuation scheme. 
The simulation studies by FEM tool provides the velocity of 0.72m/s and pressure by 
piezo material on reservoir IS 326 Pa and von misses stress obtained 1.93*107N/m2.
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Figure 2 Simulated results of outflow velocity and Pressure exerted.

Figure 3 Vonmises stress obtained.
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